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(54) SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide such a circuit

configuration that is contrived to save power consumption

when the load on a switching power supply is light or zero.

SOLUTION: A switching power supply is provided with a

transformer composed of a primary winding to which a DC
current is supplied by turning on/off a switching element and
a secondary winding which supplies induced energy to a load,

an ON control circuit which turns on the switching element

based on a voltage signal induced on the secondary wiring

side, and an OFF control circuit which generates a current

command fr-om the output voltage on the secondary winding

and a fixed voltage, and turns off the switching element by

comparing the command with the current flowing to the

primary winding by means of a comparator. The power supply

is also provided with a delay circuit which prolongs the timing

of turning-on the switching element from off.
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1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] About the switching power supply equipment used as a power source of

various electronic equipment, especially, in detail, this invention improves so that power-saving

at the time of a light load and no-load may be attained.

[0002]

[Description ofthe Prior Art] The transformer TR which consists of a primary winding LI and a

secondary winding L2 as the switching power supply equipment in the former is shown in

drawing 8 , The magnetic-flux detector 10 which detects the stored energy of the secondary

winding L2 of Transformer TR, The current loop circuit 40 which controls the direct current

impressed to a primary winding LI, It consists of a feedback circuit 30 which detects the output

voltage to the load Z by the side of a secondary winding L2, and is fed back to the current loop

circuit 40, and a secondary circuit 20 which supphes supply voltage to Load Z from a secondary

winding L2.

[0003] The 1st comparator TRCMP which the magnetic-flux detector 10 detects the magnetic-

flux energy stored in Transformer TR as a voltage signal by the current 12 and resistance element

Rl which flow to a secondary winding L2, and inputs this electrical potential difference and

reference voltage Vtl While inputting the output signal V6 of this 1st comparator TRCMP into

the set input terminal S The si^ial V2 ofthe gate to a switching element SW is inputted into the

reset input terminal R, and it consists ofthe 1st flip-flop FF 1 linked to the set input terminal S of

the 2nd flip-flop FF 2 which mentions the output signal V7 from an output terminal Q later.

[0004] The secondary circuit 20 consists of loads Z which carried out parallel connection to the

capacitor C which carried out parallel cormection to the secondary winding L2 of Transformer

TR, and rectifier-diode D which carried out the series connection to this secondary winding L2,

and this capacitor C.

[0005] A feedback circuit 30 is established in a load output side, inputs the electrical potential

difference impressed to Load Z, and reference voltage Vt2, and it is carrying out negative

feedback ofthe current command value V4 to the 2nd comparator CSCMP from the error

ampUfier EA which outputs the current command value V4 so that predetermined output voltage

may be maintained.

[0006] While the cmrent loop circuit 40 detects the current 11 which flows to a primary winding

LI by the resistance element R2 and inputs the voltage signal V3 into a non-inversed input

terminal While inputting into the reset input terminal R the output signal V5 ofthe 2nd

comparator CSCMP which inputs the current command value V4 from a feedback circuit 30 into

an inversed input terminal, and this 2nd comparator CSCMP The 2nd flip-flop FF 2 which inputs

the output signal V7 ofthe 1st flip-flop FF 1 into an input terminal S, and inputs the output

signal V2 ofthe output terminal Q into the gate of a switching element SW It consists of

1



switching elements SW turned on / turned offwith the output signal V2 of this 2nd flip-flop FF
2. The series connection of this switching element SW is carried out to the primary-winding LI
side of Transformer TR, and it has composition which controls the current II which flows to a

primary winding LI

.

[0007] Actuation of the switching power supply equipment of such a configuration is shown in

the time chart of drawing 9 . if the current II (voltage signal V3) which flows to the switching

element SW which impresses an electrical potential difference to a primary winding LI reaches

the current command value V4 ~ the output signal V5 of the 2nd comparator CSCMP ~ "H" ~
further, the output V2 ofthe 2nd flip-flop FF 2 falls fi-om "H" to "L", and makes a switching

element SW off. That is, a period until the current which flows to a switching element SW
reaches a current command value, and a switching element SW serve as ON, and magnetic-flux

energy is accumulated in Transformer TR. And if a switching element SW becomes off, the

magnetic-flux energy stored in Transformer TR will be supplied to Load Z as the load current

through a secondary winding L2, rectifier-diode D, etc.

[0008] Iftime amount passes and the magnetic-flux energy ofTransformer TR is drained, since

the electrical potential difference of a secondary winding L2 will fall quickly and will be less

than reference voltage Vtl, the output signal V6 of the 1st comparator TRCMP is set to "L", the

output signal V7 of the 1st flip-flop FF 1 becomes "H" further, and the output signal V2 of the

2nd flip-flop FF 2 serves as "H". Thereby, a switching element SW serves as ON. going up until

the current II (voltage signal V3) to which the current II (voltage signal V3) which flows to a

switching element SW flows to a switching element SW again reaches the current command
value V4 if a switching element SW serves as ON --**-- it becomes.

[0009] Thus, the actuation mentioned above will be repeated and self-oscillation actuation is

continued. That is, the self-oscillation actuation in conventional switching power supply

equipment has composition which controls the energy accumulated in Transformer TR by being

based on the deflection of the electrical potential difference and reference voltage Vtl which

were detected by the secondary-winding L2 side, and making a switching element SW turn on /

turn off.

[0010]

[A technical problem to solve invention] Here, if it is in conventional switching power supply

equipment which was mentioned above, an oscillation frequency will be in inverse proportion to

the current theoretically supplied to a load side. When the reason has few currents supplied to a

load, it is because the energy delivered from Transformer TR per 1 cycle also decreases and the

ON time amount and OFF time amount of a switching element SW become short as a result.

Since loss of a switching element SW, the iron loss ofTransformer TR, buildup of a noise, an

oscillation malfunction, etc. will be caused when the ON time amount and OFF time amoimt of a

switching element become short, and the oscillation frequency of self-oscillation actuation rises,

too much oscillation frequency lifting must be prevented. For this reason, although the minimum
load may be determined by bleeder resistance etc., if it is at the time of no-load at the time of a

Ught load, according to buildup of the above-mentioned loss and each part loss by hfting of a

frequency, own power consumption of switching power supply equipment becomes large, and

there is a problem that power-saving is difficult.

[001 1] Therefore, it sets to switching power supply equipment, prevents that ON / period to tiun

offofthe switching element at the time of a li^t load or no-load becomes to some extent short,

and there is a problem which must be solved to prevent too much lifting of a self-oscillation

frequency.
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[0012] On the other hand, as shown in drawing 10 , although buildup of a switching frequency

can be prevented by installing not the magnetic-flux detector 10 but the oscillator OSC which

outputs the pulse signal ("H", "L": on-ofF signal) of constant frequency, even if it is at the time of

a light load or no-load, further power saving must be planned.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, the

switching power supply equipment concerning this invention is as follows.

(1) The transformer which consists of a secondary winding which suppUes to a load the primary

winding to which a direct current is impressed by turning on and offof a switching element, and

the energy by which induction was carried out. The ON control circuit which makes said

switching element turn on with the voltage signal by which induction is carried out to said

secondary-winding side, In switching power supply equipment equipped with the off control

circuit which compares by the current and comparator which generate a current command value

and flow to said primary winding from the output voltage and the fixed electrical potential

difference by the side of said secondary coil, and makes said switching element off Switching

power supply equipment characterized by preparing the delay circuit which extends the timing

which sets said switching element to ON from OFF.

(2) The comparator in which said delay circuit had a hysteresis characteristic as said comparator,

The gate circuit which gives priority to the input signal of a reset input terminal over the input

signal of the set input terminal of the flip-flop circuit which inputs and mentions later the signal

relevant to the electrical potential difference by which induction is carried out to said reversal

output [ of said comparator ], and secondary-winding side, Switching power supply equipment

given in (1) characterized by consisting of a flip-flop circuit where the output of this gate circuit

is given to a set input terminal, and the output of said comparator controls said switching element

to a reset input terminal.

(3) The transformer which consists of a secondary winding which supplies to a load the primary

winding to which a direct current is impressed by turning on and offof a switching element, and

the energy by which induction was carried out. The magnetic-flux detector which detects the

magnetic flux by which induction is carried out to said secondary-winding side as a vohage

signal, and will output an ON signal to said switching element if smaller than a fixed electrical

potential difference, The feedback circuit which feeds back the difference signal for the electrical

potential difference supplied to said load side as a current command value as compared with a

predetermined electrical potential difference. In switching power supply equipment equipped

with the current loop circuit which carries out on-off control of said switching element to the ON
signal outputted according to the current command value outputted from said feedback circuit

&om said magnetic-flux detector The comparator which has the hysteresis characteristic with

which said current loop circuit compares the current which flows to said current command value

and said primary winding, Switching power supply equipment characterized by having the flip-

flop circuit which has the gate circuit where the ON signal from said magnetic-flux detector is

given to a set input terminal, the output of said comparator is given to a reset terminal, and

priority is given to said reset input terminal side.

(4) The transformer which consists of a secondary winding which supphes to a load the primary

winding to which a direct current is impressed by turning on and offof a switching element, and

the energy by which induction was carried out. The feedback circuit which feeds back the

difference signal for the electrical potential difference supplied to said load side as a current

command value as compared with a predetermined electrical potential difference, In switching
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power supply equipment equipped with the oscillator which ou^uts the pulse signal of constant

frequency, and tiie current loop circuit which carries out on-off control of said switching element

to the ON signal outputted from said oscillator according to the current command value

outputted from said feedback circuit The comparator which has the hysteresis characteristic with

which said current loop circuit compares the current which flows to said current command value

and said primary winding, Switching power supply equipment characterized by having the flip-

flop circuit which has the gate circuit where the ON signal fix)m said oscillator is given to a set

input terminal, the output of said comparator is given to a reset terminal, and priority is given to

said reset input terminal side.

(5) Said gate circuit is switching power supply equipment (3) characterized by inputting the

signal relevant to the electrical potential difference by which induction is carried out to said

reversal output [ of said comparator ], and secondary-winding side, and supplying the output to

the set input terminal of said flip-flop circuit, or given in (4).

[0014] If it is in this invention, too much Ufting of a self-oscillation frequency is prevented by
infroducing the so-called burst actuation at the time of a light load and no-load.

[0015]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Next, the gestalt of operation ofthe switching power supply

equipment concerning this invention is explained with reference to a drawing. In addition, the

same sign is given to the same thing as what was explained with the above-mentioned

conventional technique, and since the actuation is also the same, detailed explanation is omitted.

[0016] The example of the switching power supply equipment applied to this invention at

drawing 1 is shown. It is shown in this drawing and the description of this invention is having

prepared comparator CSCMP* which has a hysteresis characteristic as having had the gate G
which the output V7 ofthe 1st flip-flop FF 1 is undergone

[
gate ], and gives priority to the input

to the reset input terminal R over the input to the set input terminal S of the 2nd flip-flop FF 2,

and 2nd comparator CSCMP currently installed in the current loop circuit 40.

[0017] When it is in the 2nd flip-flop FF 2 by Gate G and a set input and reset input compete,

priority is given to a reset input side, and the output Q is set to "L" at the time of set/reset

contention.

[0018] Moreover, the hysteresis characteristic of comparator CSCMP* is shown in drawing 2 . it

is shown in this drawing ~ as - comparator CSCMP* ~ differential voltage V3- of the input V3
of a non-inversed input terminal (+), and the input V4 of an inversed input terminal (-) ~
threshold level in case, as for threshold level in case (a) V3-V4 go up, the right-hand side of

drawing and (b) V3-V4 descend should pass the path on the left-hand side of drawing (width of

face Vhys) to V4 ~ it operates. That is, with the hysteresis characteristic of comparator

CSCMP*, when the si^ial V5 ofthe output is "H", as a certain amoimt oftime lag is given and

ON/"ofP' period of a switching element SW are prolonged, it is characterized by the point which

is made to make the oscillation frequency ofthe whole equipment low, so that it may not be

promptly set to "L."

[0019] Return and this equipment are divided into normal operation and the burst actuation at the

time of a light load/no-load, and since it is not different from the example of the conventional

equipment shown at drawing 6 and drawing 7 about normal operation, that explanation is

omitted to drawing 1 , and the burst actuation at the time ofno-load [ which is the description of

this invention / the Ught load/no-load ] is hereafter explained to it.

[0020] The point which turns off a switching element SW and carries out the flyback ofthe

energy to the secondary circuit 20 after the burst actuation in this invention excites Transformer
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TR by switching element SW ON, as shown in drawing 3 is the same as stated to the term of the

conventional technique.

[0021] However, in this invention circuit conventionally shown in drawing 1 in a circuit to the

"on" period of a switching element SW beginning again immediately after the magnetic flux

accumulated in Transformer TR is drained, the time amoimt from OFF to ON is extended for a

while,

[0022] Although this reason tends to set the 2nd flip-flop FF 2 from the 1st flip-flop FF 1 so that

an exhaustion of the magnetic flux of Transformer TR may be detected and memorized by the

magnetic-flux detector 10 and a switching element SW maybe promptly set to ON Since the

current command value V4 rises by hysteresis band Vhys and carries out time amount

maintenance, comparator CSCMP* which has a hysteresis characteristic the output"H" It is

because the 2nd flip-flop FF 2 does not have a reset condition canceled by actuation of Gate G
but the output signal V2 becomes being "L" for a while with as.

[0023] That is, as shown in drawing 4 , comparator CSCMP* has the threshold electrical

potential difference V4 ofthe period of switching element SW ON in an A point. Therefore,

when it comes to signal V3>V4 (A point), a reset signal V5 becomes "H". Shortly after the

output signal V2 of the 2nd flip-flop FF 2 is set to "L" by this reset signal V5, a switching

element SW becomes off, and when a signal V3 descends quickly and there is no hysteresis in

comparator CSCMP*, a signal V5 is set to "L."

[0024] however, the case where a hysteresis is in comparator CSCMP* like this invention

equipment ~ V3 ~ < (V4-Vhys) (B point) ~ a signal V5 does not return to "L" until it becomes,

the current command value V ~ 4V4 ~ < (V3+Vhys) ~ it is ~ as for the case, a signal V5
continues "H", consequently the output signal V2 of the 2nd flip-flop FF 2 holds the condition of

"L." If this condition continues for a while, the potential by the side of a load will descend, and,

as for the error amplifier EA, the potential of that output signal V4 will be raised, consequenfly,

the input relation of comparator CSCMP* - V3 ~ < (V4+Vhys) - conditions (C point) can be

fulfilled, a reset signal V5 can be canceled, and it can consider as the output "L" of the 2nd flip-

flop FF 2.

[0025] On the other hand, since the set signal V7 ofthe 1st flip-flop FF 1 is continued and

inputted after it detects a magnetic-flux exhaustion of Transformer TR, it makes "H" the output

signal V2 of the 2nd flip-flop FF 2, and ends 1 cycle.

[0026] Thus, the clock frequency of the period which a switching element SW turns [ which turn

off, and a magnetic-flux exhaustion of Transformer TR serves as burst actuation in which

between is set for a while and it operates, and turns on ] off is reduced. Moreover, it is beyond

the loaded condition corresponding to V4=Vhys that the oscillation which continued since the

current command value used as signal V4<Vhys did not have generating of a pulse signal takes

place, and lifting at the time ofno-load [ ofan oscillation frequency / the light load and no-load ]

is restricted to below the value in this load condition.

[0027] Drawing 5 is what showed the current output per [ to the current command of the current

loop circuit 40 ] one pulse, and as a result of using comparator CSCMP* with a hysteresis

characteristic, it may conclude that the minimum value of a current output is restricted.

Therefore, it becomes the actuation which operates a pulse on a curtailed schedule by negative

feedback actuation and adjusts the current to Load Z on the load conditions below corresponding

to this minimum value, i.e., a Ught load and no-load conditions. Moreover, beyond the load

condition corresponding to this minimum value will oscillate continuously, and frequency lifting

will also be restricted.
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[0028] Furthermore, although detailed explanation is omitted even if it is in the example which

installed the oscillator OSC which replaces with the magnetic-flux detector 10 and outputs the

pulse signal ("H", "L": on-off signal) of constant frequency, as shown in drawing 6 , the same

operation effectiveness as the example shown in drawing 1 can be acquired.

[0029] Drawing 7 is a timing diagram showing actuation ofthe example of a circuit of drawing 6

. It becomes the ahnost same actuation as the chart which also showed this actuation to drawing

3 , and it is in the A point of drawing 6 , and a B point, a voltage signal VS serves as "H", it

becomes a burst mode of operation, and a signal V2 does not serve as "H" (ON).

[0030]

[Effect ofthe Invention] As explained above, it is effective in being restricted more than the

minimum value it is decided in the amount ofhystereses with the hysteresis characteristic of a

comparator [ in / in the switching power supply equipment concerning this invention / a current

loop circuit ] that the current value which can be passed to a switching element will be, and as a

result being able to restrict maximum operating frequency.

[0031] Moreover, when it is going to double the income and outgo ofthe load current and the

current transmitted by the transformer, it is effective in shifting to burst actuation at the time of a

light load and no-load, and being able to fall ON / frequency to turn off of a switching element

equivalent by feedback loop actuation.

[0032] Therefore, loss of each part accompanying lifting ofON of a switching element /

oscillation frequency for tviming off is effectively reducible, and a burst frequency, maximum
oscillation frequency, and the point shifting [ burst actuation ] can be determined in the amount

ofhystereses, and are effective in the ability to simplify securing the degree of freedom of an

equipment design.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The transformer which consists of a secondary winding which supplies to a load the

primary winding to which a direct current is impressed by turning on and offof a switching

element, and the energy by which induction was carried out. The ON confrol circuit which

makes said switching element turn on with the voltage signal by which induction is carried out to

said secondary-winding side, In switching power supply equipment equipped with the off control

circuit which compares by the current and comparator which generate a current command value

and flow to said primary winding from the output voltage and the fixed electrical potential

difference by the side of said secondary coil, and makes said switching element off Switching

power supply equipment characterized by preparing the delay circuit which extends the timing

which sets said switching element to ON from OFF.

[Claim 2] The comparator in which said delay circuit had a hysteresis characteristic as said

comparator, The gate circuit which gives priority to the input signal of a reset input terminal over

the input signal of the set input terminal of the flip-flop circuit which inputs and mentions later

the signal relevant to the electrical potential difference by which induction is carried out to said

reversal output [ of said comparator ], and secondary-winding side. Switching power supply

equipment according to claim 1 characterized by consisting of a flip-flop circuit where the output
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of this gate circuit is given to a set input terminal, and the output of said comparator controls said

switching element to a reset input terminal.

[Claim 3] The transformer which consists of a secondary winding which supphes to a load the

primary winding to which a direct current is impressed by turning on and off of a switching

element, and the energy by which induction was carried out. The magnetic-flux detector which

detects the magnetic flux by which induction is carried out to said secondary-winding side as a

voltage signal, and will output an ON signal to said switching element if smaller than a fixed

electrical potential difference, The feedback circuit which feeds back the difference signal for the

electrical potential difference supplied to said load side as a current command value as compared

with a predetermined electrical potential difference, In switching power supply equipment

equipped with the current loop circxiit which carries out on-ofif control of said switching element

to the ON signal outputted according to the current command value outputted fi"om said feedback

circuit from said magnetic-flux detector The comparator which has the hysteresis characteristic

with which said current loop circuit compares the current which flows to said current command
value and said primary winding. Switching power supply equipment characterized by having the

flip-flop circuit which has the gate circuit where the ON si^ial fiom said magnetic-flux detector

is given to a set input terminal, the output of said comparator is given to a reset terminal, and

priority is given to said reset input terminal side.

[Claim 4] The transformer which consists of a secondary winding which supplies to a load the

primary winding to which a direct current is impressed by turning on and offof a switching

element, and the energy by which induction was carried out, The feedback circuit which feeds

back the difference signal for the electrical potential difference supplied to said load side as a

current command value as compared with a predetermined electrical potential difference. In

switching power supply equipment equipped with the oscillator which outputs the pulse signal of

constant frequency, and the current loop circuit which carries out on-off control of said switching

element to the ON signal outputted from said oscillator according to the current command value

outputted from said feedback circuit The comparator which has the hysteresis characteristic with

which said current loop circuit compares the current which flows to said current command value

and said primary winding, Switching power supply equipment characterized by having the flip-

flop circuit which has the gate circuit where the ON signal from said oscillator is given to a set

input terminal, the output of said comparator is given to a reset terminal, and priority is given to

said reset input terminal side.

[Claim 5] Said gate circuit is switching power supply equipment according to claim 3 or 4

characterized by inputting the signal relevant to tiie electrical potential difference by which

induction is carried out to said reversal ou^ut [ of said comparator ], and secondary-winding

side, and supplying the output to the set input terminal of said flip-flop circuit.
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